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ELECTRICIAN JOURNEYPERSON 

Gillam, MB

Manitoba Hydro is consistently recognized  as one of Manitoba's Top Employers!

Manitoba Hydro is a leader among energy companies in North America, recognized for providing highly reliable service and
exceptional customer satisfaction. Join our team of Manitoba's best as we continue to build a company that supports innovation,
commitment and customer service.

We are seeking an Electrician Journeyperson to join our Generation Operations and Maintenance Division in Gillam,
Manitoba. 

You will perform electrical maintenance and installations, to a variety of systems and equipment at a variety of residential and
commercial locations under the responsibility of the Gillam Infrastructure and Business Support Department.

Responsibilities:

- Perform maintenance, repairs, installation, additions and modifications to houses and various building electrical equipment
and systems as required.

- Inspect, trouble-shoot, repair, and maintain a variety of electrical systems and equipment such as electric boilers, centri-vacs,
circuit breakers, air conditioning systems, equipment drive motors and starters, cafeteria equipment, yard lighting, parking lots
and equipment control systems.

- Install and commission electrical apparatus and associated controls used in building systems.
- Perform electrical construction and new installations for systems.
- Relocate electrical services, and voice/data communication cables necessary to provide active functionality to users during

staff relocations and office renovations.
- Update maintenance records; maintain files in a current and effective state.
- Assist with preparation of estimates, material lists and requisitions associated with additions and modifications.
- Provide direction, training and assistance to contractors and training internal staff assigned to perform a variety of

maintenance and project work.
- May be required to work on rural sites as required.
- Maintain training levels and safe work practices at an expected level of proficiency.
- Perform standby duties on a rotational basis.

Qualifications:

- Possess a Manitoba Certificate of Qualification as a Journeyperson Electrician and possess a valid Manitoba Department of
Labour Journeyperson Electrician's License, plus one year of experience in the maintenance of electrical equipment and
systems associated with large commercial buildings.

- Ability to work with a minimum of supervision from diagrams, blueprints, manuals, and oral or written instructions.
- Proven diagnostic skills and thoroughly familiar with the use of current electrical measuring instruments, devices, equipment.
- Ability to interpret schematics, construction drawing practices and techniques.
- Required to have an aptitude for the application of technical skills related to electrical, mechanical and electronic systems and

equipment.
- Must be thoroughly conversant with the requirements and interpretations of the Canadian Electrical Code and safe working

practices.
- Possess an approved set of personal hand tools.
- Physically capable of performing the duties of the position (i.e., ability to work at heights, confined spaces, etc.)
- Must understand and adhere to Corporate Policies, Manitoba Hydro Safety Rules, Safe Work Procedures and other approved

practices and procedures.
- Ability to provide guidance to subordinate staff on the interpretations.
- Knowledge of refrigeration gas cycle and associated controls would be an asset.
- Ability to operate or be trained to operate equipment such as, platform/man lift and bucket truck.
- Possess a valid Province of Manitoba Driver's Licence.

MANITOBA HYDRO IS COMMITTED TO DIVERSITY AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
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Great Benefits

- Three weeks of accrued paid vacation after the first year, working toward a maximum of seven weeks paid vacation
- Competitive salary and benefits package
- Pension and working conditions that provide for a balanced approach to work, family life and community
- Eligibility for corporate accommodations, percentage add-on, northern allowance and other northern benefits, all in

accordance with corporate policies

Apply Now!

Visit www.hydro.mb.ca/careers to learn more about this position and to apply online. The deadline for applications is June
11, 2021.

We thank you for your interest and will contact you if you are selected for an interview.

This document is available in accessible formats upon request. Please let us know if you require any accommodations
during the recruitment process.


